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Summary 
This paper examines the impact of societal mobilization on regime transitions from 
Communism in China (between 1949 and 1989) and Poland (between 1945 and 
1989) respectively. One of the main theoretical arguments put forward by this article 
is that of a dynamic model of dialectical interactions between a mobilizing society and 
a nondemocratic regime. I argue that China and Poland share a unique political 
culture in the form of a mobilizing society that is able to generate meaningful 
resistance even under highly repressive conditions. The second puzzle addressed in 
this paper is why, given their similar domestic environments, the Polish regime 
collapsed in 1989 whereas the one in China — despite facing intense mobilization in 
the same year — was able to survive. These differences in transition outcomes will 
be explained by a number of independent variables: different modes of regime 
establishment (authentic revolutionary in China versus imposed in Poland), elite and 
opposition attitudes to democracy, regime cross-case learning, economic 
development, and the role of the religion. 
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Introduction 
China and Poland once shared a common communist regime type, and furthermore 
have both faced repeated mass protests: in 1956, 1968, 1970, 1976, 1980, and 
1988/89 in Poland (Kamiński 2009), and in 1976, 1978–79, 1986–87, and 1989 in 
China (Baum 1994, Goldman 2001, 2005;). Moreover both have been in a process of 
regime transition for a substantial period of time by now.  
Yet these two countries had very different political experiences in 1989. Whereas 
Polish civil society was able to generate enough pressure on the Jaruzelski regime to 
force it into a democratic transition in 1988–89 (Braun and Kaczmarek 2009), the 
Chinese regime opted meanwhile for heavy repression against demonstrators in 
Tian’anmen Square in the same year. After the suppression of the Tian’anmen 
protests, China continued with the economic reforms first started in 1978 — while 
also simultaneously limiting political liberalization (Baum 1994; Lai 2001; 
Thompson 2010; Tong 1997; Woo-Cumings 1999). Similarly, the  regime in Poland 
had been willing to suppress previous protests by force. This was particularly true in 
the putting down of the Solidarność movement at its peak in 1981, events that were 
accompanied by martial law and long-term repression — putting a halt to Polish 
democratization for the next nine years. The “authoritarian resilience” (Nathan 
2013) of both of these regimes raises the question of why the Polish democratic 
transition was ultimately successful while the Chinese one was not. 
This paper aims to enhance our understanding specifically of regime transitions 
away from Communism. By analyzing the Chinese and Polish case studies through 
the prism of a new theoretical model of “mobilization patterns,” it contributes to our 
further understanding of critical processes of dialectical interaction between regimes 
and societal forces — key components of the transition process (Figure 1, see 
Appendix). In addition it proposes a dynamic model of regime transition, in which 
the key variables of societal mobilization, the transition process, and transition 
outcomes are all interrelated (Figure 2, see Appendix). The regime is a framework 
for political and economic institutions, as well as for interactions between the state 
and society. These interactions between regime and societal mobilization condition, 
in turn, the particular path that a regime transition takes. As these variables are 
mutually dependent, then the model presented in this paper is dynamic. 
Thus I will analyze the ways in which transitions from nondemocratic rule are 
conditioned and shaped by historical circumstances, ones unique to each country but 
that are nevertheless still patterned in predictable ways. The latter are determined by 
the nature and duration of regime control, and furthermore by the way in which 
previous protests were suppressed by the current regime or its predecessors (Linz 
and Stepan 1999; Mahoney 2001; Pierson 2000; Thompson 2002). Furthermore 
these transitions are affected by the means that the regime uses to obtain legitimacy 
and to handle threats to its grip on power, as well as by the initiative and timing of 
experimental moves toward liberalization. Also key are the degrees of security and 
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self-confidence that the regime’s elites enjoy (Linz and Stepan 1999; Thompson 
2002). 
This article proposes, first, a reinterpretation of the common scholarly explanation 
of the Polish case as being that of a negotiated transition, and argues instead that the 
key explanatory factor for successful democratization in Poland was the constant 
societal pressure exerted on the regime — particularly in the form of recurring 
protests. I then, second, apply this revised perspective on the Polish case to the 
Chinese one as well. With a comparative historical analysis of the Polish and 
Chinese cases, the key similarities in the transition processes of the two countries 
can be explained in ways that would be missed if the alikeness of he dynamics 
unfolding between regime and society in both countries were not taken into 
consideration.  
For this reason the paper traces historical parallels in the regime–society interaction 
dynamics experienced in the two countries, and uncovers crucial similarities 
between mobilization patterns. They also share highly similar political cultures of 
protest, which had an immense impact on the regime transitions experienced in 
China (between 1949 and 1989) and Poland (between 1945 and 1989). Both 
societies are characterized by unusually high mobilization levels, coming about as a 
result of the two countries being conditioned by similar historical factors — ones 
that shaped a unique political culture  of “rightful resistance”.1  
Both societies experienced historical chains of uprisings prior to communist rule and 
ended up being trapped under a repressive form of communist rule. Furthermore 
mobilization was temporarily frozen in the totalitarian phase of Communism and 
gradually unleashed in the course of the transition process, producing long chains of 
protests against the regimes. Faced with strong bottom-up pressure, both regimes 
were vanguards in the ways that they dealt with popular mobilization. By coming up 
with a variety of innovative strategies, they set an example for other communist 
regimes located in both Eastern Europe and Asia. Whereas the Polish case 
represented a model case of democratization post-Communism in Eastern Europe, 
the Chinese one meanwhile was a model of authoritarian resilience for communist 
regimes situated in Asia and elsewhere (Nathan 2013; Thompson and Ortmann 
2014; Zhao 2010; Yang and Zhao 2015).  
In addition, comparison of the Polish and Chinese cases highlights the importance of 
the timing of the protests in relation to those occurring in other countries, as well as 
the complexity of interactive processes occurring over extended periods of time 
(Beissinger 2007; Huntington 1993). It is possible, for example, that the Chinese 

                                                
1  This term, which is borrowed from O’Brien and Li (2006), originally described the struggle of 

Chinese villagers to defend their rights, which they believe can be delivered from the communist 
ideology that the Chinese regime still officially uses in order to legitimate its power and current 
regime policies. The term is used in this paper in its broader historical context, specifically as the 
right to resist unjust authorities. 
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regime would not have suppressed the demonstrations in 1989 if it had not learned a 
lesson from the Polish case in 1981 (Goldman 2005; Pam 2007; Wilson 1990). In 
sum, comparison of the Polish and Chinese cases of transition from communist rule 
involves considering several highly similar independent variables: regime type, 
transition patterns, mobilization patterns (both elite and societal driven), as well as 
political culture — which accounts, alongside also shaping similar mobilization 
chains, for the parallels in the interactions between ruling elites and civil society in 
both China and Poland. 
In the final part of this paper I will examine the different outcomes of the transition 
paths in China and Poland, through the analysis specifically of a number of 
independent variables. I will explore the following key differences between the 
Chinese and Polish transition paths: the attitudes of political elites and members of 
the opposition to democratization, the way in which the regime was established and 
the extent to which it occurred independent from international factors, the role of 
religion, economic performance, and the learning effects of the key actors involved 
in the political game. 

Defining transitions 
The democratization literature defines the term “transition” as: 

[…] the interval between one political regime and another […]. Transitions are 
delimited, on the one side, by the launching of the process of dissolution of an 
authoritarian regime and, on the other, by the installation of some form of 
democracy, the return to some form of authoritarian rule, or the emergence of the 
revolutionary alternative (O’Donnell and Schmitter 1986: 6).  

In a broader sense, transition is an ongoing process without a definite end — one 
involving various possible outcome scenarios, as well as different contours within 
the political framework. While O’Donnell and Schmitter’s (1986) conceptualization 
focuses on a broad range of transitions from authoritarianism, the following 
definitions relate specifically to transitions involving communist regimes:  
First, Tong (1997) identifies the transition from Communism as a threshold process 
that involves shifts within three dimensions: political, economic, and ideological. 
Moreover she claims that these three transitions do not have to occur 
simultaneously. Consequently, when the sustained departure from previous practices 
of the regime within any or all three of these dimensions can be observed the 
transition is definitively in motion.  
Second, Johnson identifies the four features of communist transitions:  

1. Changes within the structure of the political structure [toward more] collective 
leadership 2. less reliance on terror 3. changes in the structure of the economic 
system from a centralized command economy to a semi-centralized managerial 
system 4. in the case of externally imposed communist regimes, changes toward 
[more] independence and national Communism (1996: 5). 
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In this sense, all of the above-mentioned dimensions of change occurred in similar 
ways in China between 1976 and 1989 and in Poland between 1954 and 1989. 
However such changes are not steady processes, but rather exhibit a cyclical 
(fang/shou) flux. Baum (1994) characterizes Chinese leadership as torn between the 
desire for modernization and the wish to maintain political order. Consequently, the 
Chinese leadership follows a cyclical reform pattern: “They tended to follow each 
new round of liberalizing reform with an attempt to retain — or regain — control. 
Letting go (fang) with one hand, they instinctively tightened up (shou) with the 
other” (Baum 1994: 5).  
The definitions of post-Communism transitions mentioned above furthermore come 
into line with Nathan’s (2013) explanation of China’s authoritarian resilience, as 
well as with Heilmann/Perry’s (2011) concept of “adaptive governance.” Due to 
institutional flexibility and to various innovative institutional mechanisms, the 
Chinese regime has demonstrated highly adaptive behavior toward both endogenous 
and exogenous challenges — including challenge to its authority from domestic 
society. Tracing the historical institutional earning experiences of the Chinese 
regime, Heilmann (2011), Perry (2011), and Heilmann and Perry (2011) illuminate 
its unique flexibility. This institutional adaptivity allows the Chinese regime to 
undergo ideological and economic transitions while at the same preventing political 
changes from occurring.  
On the one hand the concepts of authoritarian resilience, adaptive governance, and 
policymaking through experimentation (Heilmann 2011) explain the lack of 
democratization experienced in China from a regime perspective. On the other, the 
concept of society-driven mobilization illustrates the similar adaptivity of the other 
side of the coin — society. Looking at the Polish case from this perspective, the 
communist regime there was constrained by Soviet dominance and the fear of 
possible military intervention by that country’s troops (like in the German 
Democratic Republic (GDR) in 1953, Hungary in 1956, and Czechoslovakia in 
1968) — this limited its scope for adaptivity (Brown 2009). Furthermore the Soviet 
style of top-down governance did not fit to Polish political culture, and sparked 
additional resistance to the domestic regime (Goodwin 2001). Consequently, the 
Chinese regime has historically been more capable of adapting to the challenges of 
its own society, whereas the level of adaptivity of the Polish regime was much lower 
given the Soviet-related constraints. This imbalance contributed significantly to 
regime failure in Poland. 
Nonetheless the Polish regime after 1956 still demonstrated an unusual degree of 
policy experimentation as compared to other Eastern European countries (especially 
regarding the variety of responses to domestic mobilization). Interestingly, the 
Polish “experiments” were met more tolerantly by the Soviet Union than those in 
other satellite states were. Soviet leaders were well aware that Polish society by and 
large rejected both communist ideology and Soviet hegemony. Gomułka was the 
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first communist leader in Poland to enjoy popular support from Polish society upon 
the commencement of his rule. This gave him enough leverage to persuade a Soviet 
delegation, led by Nikita Khrushchev, in 1956 that he would be able to keep 
mobilization in Poland under control henceforth. The Soviets therefore allowed him 
to apply a “national” version of Communism in Poland (Wieczorkiewicz and 
Błażejowska 2006). 
This flexibility allowed the regime to tolerate a “Polish phenomenon of the grey 
zone”. As Michnik characterizes it: “This is the zone where it was possible to live 
between — shall we say — the censor’s pencil and the letter of the Criminal Code” 
(Michnik 1999). Regime toleration of the grey zone was supposed to be a pragmatic 
solution for ensuring successful coexistence between an externally imposed regime 
and rebellious society in Poland. Gomułka’s initial success with controlled 
liberalization (Brzeziński 1960), which began with the “Polish September” in 1956, 
was also a model for the Hungarian “Goulash Communism” that later flourished 
between 1962 and 1989. However in both Poland and Hungary mobilization 
eventually spiraled out of control due to liberalization giving the opposition a means 
to an end, and by widening the opportunities structures for protest (Geremek 1999; 
Szabo 2009). 
The experimental strategies of the Polish regime when facing societal challenge later 
gave an advantage to the Chinese regime, because it could deal with similar 
situations with the benefit of hindsight. Consequently the Chinese regime learned 
from earlier Polish experiences with regard to how to best contain mobilization. As 
Wilson puts it: “The Polish situation (of the Solidarność movement in 1980/81) 
presented itself to the Chinese leadership as a ‘mirror’ for China, reflecting in an 
exacerbated form problems and tensions also to be found in the PRC” (Wilson 1990: 
260).2 
As such, the current fragmented nature of mobilization in China is a direct 
consequence of a regime strategy of mixed responses to different societal demands 
(Nathan 2013). Popular resistance by workers (Feng Chen 2008), farmers (O’Brien 
and Li 2006), homeowners and petitioners (Cai 2010; Chen 2008; Chen 2013;), and 
environmental groups (Sun and Zhao 2008) has exerted serious pressure on the 
party-state in China ever since the 1990s.3 In particular, the regime alternating its 
responses — “concessions,” “concession with discipline,” or “suppression” (Cai 
2010) — to rightful resistance is an advanced approach as compared to the strategies 
of the Polish regime in the 1980s. In a speech to the Politburo in April 1990, Deng 
Xiaoping interpreted the major task for Chinese leaders: “First, grasp stability; 
second, grasp stability; and, third, again grasp stability. So long as we can do a good 

                                                
2  For further information on the “A Mirror for Socialism” conception, see Rozman (1985; 1987). 
3  Yang (2015) examines the relationship between fragmented mobilization and the effects thereof on  

protest success rates, and analyzes the possible scenarios for widespread dissent emerging in China. 
On the effects of social pressure specifically on the Chinese legal system, see Minzner (2011). 
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job of our work and maintain stability, it will be a counter attack against the things 
introduced by Gorbachev” (South China Morning Post, March 9, 1990; quoted in 
Wilson 1990: 278). 
In sum, contrary to the interpretation commonly found in the literature that transition 
is equivalent to democratization, this paper — following the abovementioned 
concepts — adopts instead a broader understanding of the phenomenon. Following 
Tong (1997), transition is thus understood as a long-term process that has three key 
dimensions: political, ideological, and economic. Significant change in any of these 
three dimensions means that a communist regime is indeed in a transition process. 
This proposition of there being a society-driven chain of mobilization is based on 
the concept of transition patterns, which are often used to explain how the change 
from one form of political regime to another takes place. There are two ideal-types 
of transition process: negotiated transition and democratic revolution (O’Donnell 
and Schmitter 1986; Saxonberg 1997; Thompson 2000; Thompson 2004). These 
will both now be discussed in more detail. 

Patterns of transition 
According to O’Donnell and Schmitter (1986), domestic factors — especially either 
direct or indirect conflict erupting as a consequence of divisions between hard- and 
soft-liners (the two groups, according to these authors, present within nondemocratic 
regimes) — are predominantly responsible for first launching the transition process.   
Once the soft-liners are able to prevail in the conflict at hand, liberalization begins. 
By opening up certain spaces for autonomous either individual or group action, 
nondemocratic rulers may just be attempting to relieve societal pressures and to gain 
much-needed legitimation among domestic society without actually altering the 
structure of the regime itself. Consequently any relaxation introduced by the regime 
in the initial stages of transition rarely expands beyond the highly controlled 
restitution of certain individual rights. The initiators of the transition risk easily 
losing control over the process, because it usually produces the mobilization of 
society. O’Donnell and Schmitter describe this as a “resurrection of civil society” 
(1986: 26).  
The more successful the regime elites are, the less they expect to face active and 
aggressive domestic opposition — and consequently the higher degree of control 
over the transition process they can have. This political constellation can lead to 
“democracy with guarantees” (Przeworski 1991: 72), or alternatively to “institutional 
compromise” (Saxonberg 1997: 22). These terms imply that regime elites are only 
willing to engage in negotiations when they can obtain guarantees that they will 
maintain a certain amount of power after the transition has been completed 
(Przeworski 1991; Saxonberg 1997). The negotiated transition pattern is outlined in 
Figure 3 (see Appendix). 
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The second ideal-typical pattern of democratic transition is, as introduced by 
Thompson (2004), the concept of democratic revolution. This model considers 
spontaneous, peaceful, urban-based, and cross-class popular uprisings to be key 
factors in the analysis of transition processes. In this context, the theoretical model 
of democratic revolution emphasizes the significance of peaceful protests to the 
process of toppling unyielding dictators.  
The crucial factor in defining the transition pattern here is the unwillingness of the 
incumbent regime’s elites to liberalize. As Thompson (2004) argues, a split 
emerging within a nondemocratic regime is not always necessary for 
democratization to take place. As the example of the GDR demonstrates, despite 
hard-liners being dominant among the leading political elites the regime still 
collapsed due to a mass uprising. Thompson criticizes the approach of the transition 
literature for being too elite-centered, and specifically because it emphasizes elite-
initiated negotiations on the one hand while neglecting the importance of civil 
society on the other. 
 In this regard mass protests are often considered to be a possible threat to a 
democratic transition, because they are likely to disturb negotiations between the 
reformers within the regime and opposition moderates. Furthermore, as has been 
argued, popular uprisings have the potential to get out of control. The likely result is 
that under the pressure of mass mobilization the hard-liners will prevail within the 
regime and set back the transition process; the second most probable outcome is 
violent revolution, with it being led by opposition radicals (Huntington 1993; 
O’Donnell and Schmitter 1986). If hard-liners are dominant within the regime, 
though, there is no other available catalyst for carving out political openings besides 
popular uprisings against the nondemocratic regime. The second important 
characteristic of democratic revolution is that popular uprisings can create enough 
pressure on the regime to cause it to collapse, or at least to commence negotiations 
with the opposition (Thompson 2004). Figure 4 (see Appendix) summarizes the 
major events occurring in the democratic revolution model. 

Rethinking the Polish transition 
Current political science literature categorizes the Polish democratic transition as a 
negotiated one. Even though the various authors do acknowledge mobilization 
events in Poland prior to 1989, they nevertheless underestimate their importance by 
stressing the pacted nature of the transition (Castle 2003; Goodwin 2001; 
Huntington 1993; Linz and Stepan 1999; Saxonberg 1997, 2013). In an argument 
developed earlier in my research (Karas 2010), I posit rather that the mass protests 
occurring in Poland throughout its communist regime’s history were in fact a crucial 
aspect for the later Polish transition process. Although they were repeatedly 
repressed and failed to topple the communist regime instantaneously, they still 
created immense pressure on the regime and forced it to reform and loosen its 
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control over domestic society. As such, categorizing the Polish transition as a 
negotiated one and thereby omitting the significance of ongoing social pressure is 
too simplistic an approach. 
Thus, contrary to the common interpretation of the Polish case as that of a 
negotiated transition, this paper claims instead that successful democratization was 
possible in Poland due to huge anticommunist mobilization, which in the long term 
forced the regime in Poland to democratize. Similarly, in China mass mobilization 
has also played a crucial role in shaping state–society relations and the nature of the 
transition process. Consequently analyzing the Chinese transition from a Polish 
perspective can shed new light not only on the Chinese and Polish cases but also on 
transition theory in general. 
I therefore explain the Polish and the Chinese transition cases with a theoretical 
model of dialectical interactions between a mobilizing society and a nondemocratic 
regime (Figure 2, see Appendix). The key element of the new transition model is the 
elite-/society-driven mobilization patterns. The articulation of these patterns draws 
upon the broader aforementioned conceptions of negotiated transition and 
democratic revolution. Whereas negotiated transition and democratic revolution are 
ideal-types of democratization, the elite-/society-driven mobilization model 
describes protests as a critical juncture in the regime transition process.  

The historical origins of mobilizing societies in Poland and 
China 
Strong mobilization despite a repressive incumbent communist regime was possible 
in both China and Poland because of the pre-communist experiences there with 
protest against ruling authorities that determined both regime–society relations and 
the attitudes of political actors. In both cases then societal mobilization has played a 
crucial role in shaping the political environment throughout the course of each 
country’s history. Although Poland cannot compete with China’s rich history of 
popular uprising that reaches all the way back to the Che rebellion of 209 BCE 
(Perry 2001), in both cases such uprisings had an immense influence on the shaping 
of state structures. Both the Chinese Qing empire (1644–1912) and the Polish–
Lithuanian Commonwealth (1569–1795, with its origins in the Union of Krewo of 
1385) had unique political structures compared to other states in Europe and Asia at 
the time (Davis 2006; Perry 2001). 
In the cases of both China and Poland the right to resist unjust authorities was 
deeply embedded in political culture and legitimized by historical praxis. In China, 
the Confucian concept of “Mandate of Heaven” (tiānmìng) grants the emperors the 
right to rule under the condition that they had the ability to govern well and fairly. In 
the case that the ruler did not fulfil his obligations, the Mandate of Heaven would 
transfer to those who were fit to rule. In this respect the concept of Mandate of 
Heaven bestowed legitimacy upon the successful leaders of rebellions (Rowe 2009). 
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In Poland, the power of the king — which was limited by the nobility (szlachta) and 
characterized by the doctrine “the king rules but does not govern” (Rex regnat et non 
gubernat) — saw him be the manager of the government rather than exist as an 
absolute ruler. After 1573 the king was elected by the nobility. The founding 
concept of the Polish–Lithuanian Commonwealth — “Golden Liberty” — included 
two legal instruments of rebellion: insurrection (rokosz), according to which the 
nobility had the right to organize an uprising against the king if he violated their 
freedoms, and confederation (konfederacja), the right to organize a rebellion on the 
basis of a common political goal (Davies 2006). This concept of rightful resistance 
was unprecedented and peerless, given the notion of the divine right of monarchs to 
rule prevailing in other European and Asian countries at that time. 
In China and Poland the political culture that would lead to the emergence of 
societal challenge to state authority also had longstanding historical roots, and was 
connected specifically with the fight for national sovereignty. Both nations 
experienced a “century of humiliation” — bǎinián guóchǐ (1839–1949) in China and 
okres zaborów (1795–1918) in Poland — when they respectively declined from 
being multiethnic regional powers with vast territories to semi-colonies dominated 
by foreign powers. As a result of internal weakness and the suffering of military 
defeat by foreign powers, both states were forced to accept “unequal treaties” (bù 
píng děng tiáo yuē/traktaty rozbiorowe). These resulted in the loss of territory, and 
also gradually of sovereignty too.  
These developments triggered historical chains of social mobilization fueled 
specifically by patriotic sentiment (Davis 2006; Rowe 2009). In Poland, this chain 
can be traced back to the repeated national uprisings in 1794, 1806, 1830–31, 1846, 
1863–65, 1918–1919, 1919–21, and 1944 occurring as part of the fight for 
independence (Davies 2006; Hahn 1995). In China meanwhile, protest movements 
and the struggle for an independent position vis-à-vis colonial powers played a 
crucial role in shaping the country’s contemporary historical experience.  
In this context, the Chinese Communist Revolution of 1949 emerged out of a 
historical trajectory of mobilization — and indeed can be traced back to the Xinhai 
Revolution of 1911 and to student demonstrations in Beijing on May 4, 1919. The 
May Fourth Movement had a huge impact on the future development of civil society 
and cultural thought in China, and is associated with the New Cultural Movement of 
1917–1921 that was led by intellectuals. The Movement stimulated the development 
of intellectual thought and the emergence of the country’s two most powerful 
political centers: Kuomintang and the Chinese Communist Party (Chang 2001; 
Chow 2008; Rowe 2009). 

Mobilization chains under communist rule  
The concept of mobilization chains was first articulated on the basis of two specific 
theoretical approaches: “cycles of contention,” as defined by Tilly and Tarrow 
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(2007), and “modular political phenomena,” as conceptualized by Beissinger (2007). 
On the one hand, the model of cycles of contention explains the mechanisms of 
mobilization and demobilization arising in response to changes in the local 
environment with regard to both opportunities and threats. On the other, 
Beissinger’s concept analyzes the learning effects of key actors in the course of 
contention. Both China and Poland had long chains of mobilization under 
communist regimes, beginning in Poland in 1954 and in China in 1976. In addition, 
both cases exhibit parallels in the way that the mobilization chains evolved over the 
course of the respective transition processes.  
The first anticommunist protests were elite driven. In Poland, the death of Stalin 
triggered factionalism and started a domino effect in the Soviet satellite states. In 
China, the chaos of the Cultural Revolution led to the demise of legitimacy on the 
part of the Communist Party, and also created divisions among its elites — although 
Mao did remain the key leader of the party right up until his death (Dittmer 2002). 
The reformist leaders Deng Xiaoping and Władysław Gomułka were in China and 
Poland respectively prominent communist activists from the early stages of the 
struggle for power. Both had previously been purged from the party by hard-liners. 
In addition, the deaths of charismatic national leaders — Stalin in 1953 and Zhou 
Enlai in 1976 — triggered the first societal mobilization in each country (Baum 
1996; Dittmer 2002; Goldman 2005; Holzer 2000). 
Mao’s death in 1976 led to a power struggle within the Chinese Communist Party. 
Similarly in Poland, the struggle for power continued as a result of the 
aforementioned domino effect occurring in the Soviet satellite states after Stalin’s 
death in 1953. In both cases, despite the repression of these first popular protests, the 
next episode of mobilization still emerged shortly afterward. Furthermore in both 
China and Poland the next round of protest was led by revisionist intellectuals, and 
specifically students in Poland (1968) and the Democracy Wall Movement in China 
(1978–79). Neither of the initially popular leaders, Deng and Gomułka, hesitated to 
suppress mobilization when they felt it might endanger their own position of power 
(Holzer 1999; Zhao 2009). 
The episodes of protest that followed — a chain of Polish strikes (in 1970, 1971, 
1976, 1980), alongside urban unrest that included workers and students in China 
(between 1985 and 1986) — were triggered specifically by economic grievances. 
Although the extent and range of successful economic reform in China and Poland 
were very different, in both cases the level of social (in)security and rising economic 
pressures caused frustration, especially among the working class — thus triggering 
mobilization (Baum 1996; Goldman 2005; Holzer 2000). However the key 
difference between these economic-related protests was that Gomułka lost support 
from within the party — being thus replaced by Edward Gierek. The change of party 
leader in Poland took place under great societal pressure, coming after Gomułka had 
brutally cracked down on workers’ strikes in 1970. The new Polish leader tried to 
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apply instead a mixed formula of repression and concession in dealing with 
protesters. Gierek’s softer approach caused increased demands and mobilization in 
Poland, which culminated in the emergence of the Solidarność movement there in 
the 1980s (Geremek 1999; Skórzyński 2005). As Gierek was not able to handle 
mobilization in Poland, a hard-liner faction with Wojchiech Jaruzelski as the new 
leader prevailed in 1981. The regime now used military force to repress mobilization 
(Braun and Kaczmarek 2006).  
In 1989 both China and Poland were once again in turmoil. What makes the 
comparison of the Polish and Chinese regime transitions so interesting is that in 
1988/89 these two cases were far more similar to each other than they were to any 
other communist regime in existence at the time. Both regimes were based on 
Soviet-type institutions, both were searching for a way out of economic difficulties 
through reform, and both faced strong societal challenge. On the one hand, the 
communist leaderships in both were willing to initiate economic reforms and in this 
regard were reformist. On the other, both leaderships wanted to stay in power and 
thus used violence so as to repress protests and thereby keep challenge to their 
authority in check. In this regard both regimes acted like hard-liners in the political 
respect but were conversely reformist in the economic one. Due to this seeming 
paradox of politically hard-liner but economically reformist leadership, China and 
Poland do not fit easily into the categories of classic transitology. Furthermore both 
regimes faced greater societal challenge than other communist states did up until 
1989, with both Poland and China having a long history of mobilization — both 
before the communist takeover and after the end of the Maoist/Stalinist periods. Yet 
the Chinese regime was able to survive, whereas the Polish one collapsed. Given the 
striking similarities in the evolution of both mobilization chains, the following 
question thus emerges: Why did the Polish regime collapse but the Chinese regime 
survive in the face of the popular mobilization of 1989? 

Explaining different transition outcomes 
The different transition outcomes in Poland and China in 1989 can be explained by a 
number of different variables: regime intra- and cross-case learning effects, origins 
of the regime, elite and opposition attitudes to democracy, economic development, 
and the role of religion. 
First, an important difference between Tian’anmen Square and the Solidarność 
movement was the level of organization and cooperation existing between different 
segments of society in each case. Whereas in Poland the opposition developed from 
fragmented protests by solitary political actors into a major social movement, 
opponents of the Chinese regime did not join forces with each other in 1989. This 
difference in the evolution of group behavior in each case can be explained with the 
abovementioned model of modular political phenomena. On the one hand, the 
protesters in Poland learned from past events and improved their forms of protest. 
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Furthermore Polish mobilization chains started earlier (already in 1956) and were 
significantly longer as compared to those in China, where protests were “time-
delayed” relative to their Polish counterparts (the first protests began in China in 
1976).  
Because of a stronger totalitarian tradition in the Chinese case, the opposition there 
was still very much influenced by this ideology — and therefore were more 
revisionist than revolutionary in nature. As such the majority of protesters did not 
fundamentally challenge the regime, but called rather for reform while also being 
critical of corruption within the Party. This is the key difference in attitudes as 
compared to the Polish context (and Eastern European opposition in general). The 
oppositions in Eastern Europe were disappointed with the failure of revisionist 
student protests in 1968 and the Soviet crackdown on the Prague Spring in the same 
year, which was the last hope for initiating a reformed version of Communism 
within the Soviet sphere of influence. As a consequence, the Polish opposition 
subsequently became dissident in nature and wanted to get rid of Communism 
altogether (Thompson 2001). 
 The Chinese regime followed developments in Poland very closely, and learned the 
“Polish lesson” that an alliance between intellectuals and workers could potentially 
pose a significant challenge to the regime. With regard to Polish developments in 
1989, Deng Xiaoping noted that: “Concessions in Poland led to further concessions. 
The more they conceded, the more chaos [ensued]” (South China Morning Post, 
May 31, 1989; quoted in Wilson 1990: 272). Consequently, the Chinese regime set a 
clear limitation on such cross-class cooperation (Wilson 1990; Goldman 2005).4  
In this way the internal learning effects strengthened the Polish opposition, whereas 
cross-case regime learning weakened the Chinese resistance movement — because 
that latter country’s regime could draw on the experiences of its Polish counterpart 
in dealing with the problem of mobilization. Facing social mobilization in 1985–86, 
Deng clearly had the strategy adopted by the Jaruzelski regime in mind: “Praising 
the Polish government’s handling of the Solidarność crisis in 1981, Deng said that 
the Polish leaders had showed ‘cool and level-headed judgment.’ Their attitude was 
firm […]. They resorted to martial law to bring the situation under control” (Baum 
1994: 205). In addition, on observing the collapse of communist rule in Eastern 
Europe between 1988 and 1989, Deng concluded that: “There have been problems 
in Poland, Hungary, the Soviet Union, and Yugoslavia because the hand of the 
government was too soft” (South China Morning Post April 28, 1989; quoted in 
Wilson 1990: 272). 

                                                
4  Teresa Wright (2008) argues that  Chinese students in 1989 were afraid to cooperate with other social 

groups because of the fear of regime repression. Indeed, the Chinese regime reacted with swift 
suppression in 1989 as soon as workers attempted to found — with support for it being sought from 
students — a Solidarność-like independent trade union (Goldman 2005).  
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Another key point to note is that, second, neither the communist regime nor indeed 
communist ideology had ever enjoyed strong legitimation in Poland; they had rather 
been imposed by the Soviet Union (Linz and Stepan 1999; Wieczorkiewicz 2009). 
This fact was crucial for the character of the Polish opposition. In addition, the threat 
of Soviet intervention made it possible for the communist regime in 1981 to put a 
halt to the challenge from domestic society through the imposition of martial law — 
thereby preventing regime change (Kamiński 2009; Süß 1999). In Hungary in 1956 
and Czechoslovakia in 1968, Soviet interventions also bolstered the respective 
regimes effectively (Archie 2009; Furet 1996; Holzer 1995; Lévesque 1997; Süß 
1999; Żaryn 2009).  
The Chinese regime, in contrast, emerged as a result of a domestic communist 
revolution. In the long term, this different mode of regime establishment influenced 
the attitudes of both political elites and members of the opposition vis-à-vis 
democratization (Goldman 2005; Zhao 2009). On the one side, the revisionist 
attitude held toward the Chinese regime and a lack of specific goals weakened the 
Tian’anmen movement significantly (Thompson 2001). On the other, longstanding 
dissident and prodemocracy pressure from the Polish opposition in 1988–89 forced 
the regime contrariwise to surrender.  
Here the question of the political aims of each respective opposition group will now 
be discussed further. Whereas the opposition in Central and Eastern Europe had 
clear democratic goals (Dudek 2009; Geremek 1999; Michnik 2009), the protesters 
in China meanwhile had only ill-defined ambitions (Goldman 2005; Pam 2007; 
Zhao 2009). Both the regime elites and the opposition members had different 
models for success that they each wanted to follow. Whereas the elites in Eastern 
Europe saw the European Union as a model to emulate, Chinese political actors 
decided instead to follow the model of developmental state such as Japan and South 
Korea (before democratization) — and especially Singapore (Thompson 2010; 
Thompson and Ortmann 2014; Nathan and Scobell 2012). China’s subsequent 
economic success in spite of a lack of political liberalization has meanwhile itself 
turned the country into an attractive model of authoritarian resilience for other 
nondemocratic regimes worldwide (Nathan 2015; Zhao 2010). 
The third important difference between the Chinese and Polish cases was the scope 
and effectiveness of the economic reforms implemented in each. On the one hand 
economic grievances sparked protests in both countries (in the 1970s and 1980s in 
Poland, in the 1980s in China), and in this sense the economic dimension did not 
cause a significant difference in their respective mobilization patterns prior to 1989. 
On the other, though, Gierek’s experiments with massive borrowing from the West 
made the Polish regime extremely vulnerable to foreign influences. Western 
sanctions enacted after Jaruzelksi had imposed martial law in Poland literally 
destroyed that country’s economy. The success of Deng’s economic reforms, 
meanwhile, made the Chinese regime more robust against external influences and 
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increased the regime’s capacity to execute effective control over domestic society in 
the aftermath of the Tian’anmen repression (Gallagher 2002; Holzer; 1995 Zhang 
1993). 
Fourth and finally, religion was also an important factor conditioning the different 
transition outcomes witnessed in China and Poland. First and foremost, this was 
because the Catholic religion was always a huge part of Polish political culture.5 In 
addition the Polish Pope, John Paul II, elected in 1978 played a crucial role in 
bringing down the communist regime in his native country. This was because the 
Polish opposition movement gained through him a powerful ally abroad (Michnik 
1999). 
The role of religion in China is, conversely, ambivalent. On the one side religion has 
indeed played a historically significant role in Chinese political culture (Perry 
2001).6 Nevertheless religion did not play an important role in Chinese communist 
rule before the events of Tian’anmen Square. This puzzle can be explained with the 
help of Voegelin’s (1993) concept of “political religion.” Due to the revolutionary 
character of the Chinese regime, communist ideology enjoyed a high level of 
popular legitimacy and served as a “replacement” for traditional beliefs. 
Consequently, communist regimes eagerly repressed religions because they saw 
them as rivals for the minds of the people. Following Voegelin’s argument, 
communist ideology existing as a political religion thus reinforced the domestic 
legitimacy of communist rule in China. Consequently Chinese Tian’anmen students 
had still in 1989 a revisionist approach to the regime at that time, whereas the Polish 
protesters were clearly outright dissidents by that point in time (Thompson 2001).  

Conclusion: The dynamic transition model 
This article has considered how societal mobilization affects regime transitions, and 
furthermore to what extent societal pressure can force the liberalization and even the 
democratic transition of an incumbent regime to occur. To these ends, the concept of 
mobilization patterns that has been presented here is crucial to transition research. In 
support of this, Figure 2 (see Appendix) illustrates the interaction dynamics between 
the regime and opposition groups during transition. The key element of the new 
transition model is the elite-/society-driven mobilization patterns. The proposed 
systematic of these mobilization patterns is llustrated in Figure 1 (see Appendix). 
These mobilization patterns draw for their articulation upon the broader conceptions 
of negotiated transition revolution and democratic revolution (O’Donnell and 
Schmitter 1986; Saxonberg 1997; Thompson 2000; Thompson 2004). Whereas 

                                                
5  The Catholic Church has historically played the role of guardian of Polish national identity, and 

furthermore has strengthened the spirit of rightful resistance throughout the country’s history.  
6  Most of the significant rebellions in Chinese history — the White Lotus Rebellion (1796–1804), 

Taiping Rebellion (1851–1864), Du Wenxiu Rebellion (1856–1872), and Boxer Rebellion on the eve 
of the Qing empire’s inauguration (1899–1901) — were religiously motivated (Perry 2001). 
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negotiated transition and democratic revolution are ideal-types of democratization, 
the elite-/society-driven mobilization patterns instead describe protests as critical 
junctures in the regime transition process.  
In this respect, regime transition has also been analyzed here from a broader 
perspective than is normally the case. First, transition is seen here as a long-term 
process consisting of three key dimensions: political, ideological, and economic. 
Significant change in any or all of these three dimensions means that the regime is 
indeed in a transition process. Second, transition is not seen as being equivalent to 
democratization. Democratic transition is only one of many possible outcomes. Most 
significantly, though, the key engine of transition is seen as being the process of 
elite-/society-driven chains of mobilization, which affect both the mode and the 
scope of transition. Factors such as political culture, religion, nationalism, elite and 
opposition attitudes to democracy, regime intra- and cross-case learning effects, and 
economic development determinate the nature of the mobilization chains witnessed. 
These different variables affect the level and type of mobilization and transition 
outcomes experienced. As has been illustrated here for the cases of China and 
Poland, the fact that difference in variables which shaped the type of mobilization 
(democratic or revisionist) determined the transition outcomes, reinforces the 
argument about significant role of mobilization in regime transitions.  
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Appendix 

Figure 1: Mobilization Patterns 

 Elite-Driven Mobilization 

 

Society-Driven Mobilization 

Initiation 

 

• Conflict between soft-liners and 
hard-liners within  the regime 

• Soft-liners trigger the social 
mobilization and emerging 
opposition because they begin 
the liberalization phase  

•  Soft-liners prevail in the regime 
thanks to societal pressure 

• Hard-liner leadership 

• Political stagnation  

Revolutionary potential  Mobilization 
of society    

• Revolutionary triggers 

Transition  

 

• Uncontrollable societal 
mobilization  

• Revolution (spontaneous, peaceful, 
urban-based, and cross-class) 

Consolidation 

 

• Option 1: Regime suppress the 
revolution  

Adaptation of the political 
leadership to new situation, the 
demands posed by societal 
challenge will be met but with a 
time delay (ideological and 
institutional adjustments) 

(Examples: Poland 1956 and 
1968, Hungary 1956, 
Czechoslovakia 1968, China 
1978/79 and 1986/87) 

• Option 2: Negotiations between  
soft-liners and moderates of 
opposition (elimination of 
radicals)   

Implementation of negotiated 
agreements, extended 
liberalization but not 
democratization 

(Examples: Poland 1971 and 
1980, Hungary, Yugoslavia, and 
Soviet Union 1989–1991, Iran 
1999) 

• Option 1:  Regime suppress the 
revolution  

Adaptation of the political leadership to 
new situation  

(Examples: Poland 1988, China 1989, 
Iran 2009) 

• Option 2: Regime collapse  

Formation of democratic structures  

(Examples: Poland 1989, 
Czechoslovakia,  and GDR 1989) 
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Figure 2: Dynamics between Regime and Society 

 

Figure 3: Patterns of the Transition Process: Negotiated Transition 

Pattern of Transition Negotiated Transition 

Initiation phase Conflict between soft-liners and hard-liners within the regime 

Soft-liners prevail 
Launching of liberalization phase  

Mobilization of the society’s opposition 

Transition phase Negotiations between soft-liners and moderates of opposition 
(elimination of radicals)  

First free elections 

Consolidation Implementation of negotiated agreements 

Figure 4: Patterns of the Transition Process: Democratic Revolution 
Pattern of Transition Democratic Revolution 

Initiation phase Hard-liner leadership 
Political stagnation 

Revolutionary potential , Mobilization of the society  
Revolutionary triggers 

Transition phase Revolution (spontaneous, peaceful, urban-based, and cross-
class) 

Regime collapse 
First free elections 
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